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From the writer: I originally wrote this reserve for people who wanted to have better sex. But then
it started earning awards and being used in university sex-ed programs.But with this new
edition, I’ So I tried to make the reserve all points to all people, and it started to grow, and grow,
and grow.ve taken the Information To Getting It On back to the roots.This edition is about you,
assuming you are searching for a book that's down to earth, fun to read, and is your very best
ally with regards to having really good sex.95. It really is 624 pages, that is half the web page
count of the previous edition, in fact it is almost $10 cheaper, at $19.
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A book about having sex. If you want a reserve about screwing, that is it.. It really is factual,
offers genuine information and some suggest, and in wholly intended to de-mystify sex... If you
want to have sex, in case you are curious about sex, if you are nervous about sex, if you want
information it is possible to trust about sex written by people who have carried out the
homework, this is the book for you. Even a vintage fogey like me can learn new things from this
reserve. This is, it should be noted, the unzipped edition, which means it is somewhat shorter
and even more concise. Great book, I give it to all my nieces & I'm sure we're having better sex
each and every time because of this book, if for no various other reason than it sparked a
continuing conversation about sex that was less frightening and fraught with emotion than any
other partner I've had in the past. But I'm always available to learning new stuff. I bought this
because a new partner was reading it. It certainly didn't provide me any vast amounts of new
info, however the personal "research study" interviews and anecdotes had been enlightening. I
am a lot more inclined to provide my partner a hand job, and I'm a lot more confident of my
technique, after reading what the author had to state about why males would like a hand job by
a partner, even if it's much less vigorous or fast because they would give themselves. I also liked
the chapter on balls, and told my partner "Apparently I'm not playing with your balls properly," to
which he replied (with raised eyebrows) "I'm sure you're wrong about that." And then I informed
him the book told me so, and both of us just laughed. It was an interesting point to talk about
together, and did actually deepen our experience of learning each other's bodies. Recommend
for young folks, or those simply new to sex I am not not used to sex. Discussing what we read
required our conversations out from the realm of "I wish you'd perform such and such even
more," or "You hardly ever do such and such," and into "I examine that folks like such and such.
Could I try that you?they simply aren't as comfortable with the topics yet :) THE BEST reference
guide.That said, I Recommend this publication to all or any newbies and teenagers. I find it a lot
more accessible than "The Pleasure of Sex," which is the reserve I examine during puberty. The
chatty, breezy style replete with jokes and slang makes this issue friendly and comfy.. The
illustrations are sort of hilarious, but aren't truly essential to the book.so, now I'm over that.
Strongly suggested. It could quickly be a sex textbook, and if it isn't, it should be. Thoroughly
enjoy it and reference back to it Thoroughly appreciate it and reference back to it.)My 3
daughters have a duplicate of an older edition that my ex gave without telling me. It is well-
organized, obviously annotated, and well illustrated.... The number one thing I like about this
book is the interviews and "case study" anecdotes which are included. The oldest, 22yrs enjoys
it in fact it is an ice breaker to discuss relationships and sexual activity...learned that the hard
way.17yr and 19 yr previous see that it is and you will be helpful information. I've recommended
this reserve to single and married friends alike I have recommended this book to single and
married friends alike.." Which turned out to be a lot more fun for both of us... I first stumbled
across an earlier print copy of the in my own teammate's room when I was a freshman in
university...and I stole it. The information changed my life after that, and it continues to take
action now. Wow, impressive. It's an everything book. There are few subject matter areas that
this doesn't cover, and it's bound to answer virtually any query you have. Mehhh Not exactly
what We expected. I've often thought it was amazing and it's only gotten better. The illustrations
and the straightforward writing design make it very approachable and easy to understand. And
lots of humor throughout. Great book, I provide it to all or any my nieces . nephews when they're
16/17. Highly recommended! Discuss thorough!!sigh, I believe I'm going to need to hunt her
straight down and steal it back!! This isn't only a how-to or an explanation-of. And buying the
Kindle version means no one can steal it from you either. Excellent function accomplished over



a period of several years.. Its not only a “sex tip” book but a thorough review and evaluation of
every facet of sex, from virginity to playthings to masturbation! Every Library needs this... And
truthfully, isn't sex better when you're comfortable? I think I would love this book more if my
best friend hadn't stolen it 2 days when i got it.... Goofy foot press provides been printing the
"Guide to setting it up on" for a long period, which book makes apparent why it is still so well-
known.! It has lots of great pictures (for individuals who don't read), fun tips (I believe, what I
gleaned before it was stolen), and incredibly funny. I purchased this Kindle version with an
updated one and to make sure that I usually have access to it.. Awesome Book! I got this
publication for my pal she was curious however, not enough to view porn or go search internet.
She adored it and I am getting another copy which my boyfriend and I thrilled to read. This
sounds like it had been compiled by a grown man that never . 5 Stars!! Began reading this at
BooksAMillion was cheaper on here and We’m in love! I really like the way it's created- in a
fashion that's relatable and honest however funny and witty. Would 100% recommend to anyone
interested in sex! Definitely recommend Book you can be interested to learn in your free time,
not only when practically need it Five Stars My collage students love this book! It's Got It All, And
Then Some This book has everything you ever would need to know about sex, period. Good
illustration and articles, with a twist of humor. Reading other's experiences and preferences has
made me convenient about my own experiences and choices. It’s well crafted and actually
though we have been adults it’s nice to review and get new suggestions... Gross. This appears
like it was written by a grown guy that never actually was raised for other males like him. Fun
read, plenty to browse Great information written in a great way, this is not a Dr... It doesn't make
it poor, it's not as expansive or comprehensive as the full version. Ruth book, highly informative
and I recommend never to only newbies and the curious but a lot to learn for those experienced
as well. (with parent's permission. I don't wish to be vulgar, but that is absolutely, cover to cover,
a sex manual.... Extremely informational for rookies. Recommend for anyone!
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